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Red Bull ‘Flying Fish’ sails away from the competition 
 
THE DESIGN TEAM of Andrew Joseph, Claudius Remy and Nanette 
Worrell are the 2009 winners of the local leg of Red Bull’s 
international ‘Art of Can’ Exhibition.  
 
Their stunning four-foot reproduction of a flying fish in full flight gave the Realistic 
Ideas trio the nod of approval from judges Neville Legall, Gwyneth Squires 
and Andrea King at the recent local exhibition held at the Ship Inn. 
 
Team Leader Andrew Joseph said he was intrigued by the ‘Art of Can’ concept, “As 
design and décor specialists we were drawn by the challenge to create something 
from Red Bull cans. We brainstormed and came up with several ideas. Our goal was 
to create a piece which was visually impressive and representative of Barbados. The 
flying fish was particularly fitting because it met the criteria and its colours of blue 
and silver matched the colours of the Red Bull can.” 
 
He added, “Once we decided what we were doing and how we would go about it, 
everything started to flow and it took two days to complete the fish.” 
 
As part of their prize, Joseph accompanied the piece to Jamaica where he 
participated in the Jamaica-leg of the ‘Art of Can’ Exhibition. The ‘Flying Fish’ was 
joined in Jamaica by Cedric Joseph’s ‘Regaining my Wings’ and Dr. Lawrence 
Bannister’s ‘Matador’ which captured second and third places, respectively in the 
local event. 
 
Other entries included Renee Ratcliffe’s  ‘Red Bull Matisse,’ ‘Bob the Red Bull 
Mini by Dacosta Barnes, Dr. Lawrence Bannister’s ‘Priapus’ and ‘Plug in 
Bar’ and ‘Red Bull Log Bar’ by Harbour Lights’ Ryan Neblett and Chris Rock. 
  
The first Art of Can Exhibition took place in 1997, since then successful events have 
been held throughout the world from United States, to South Africa and of course, 
Red Bull’s birthplace Austria. 



 
PIX CAPTION: 

Red Bull ‘Art of Can’ judges Neville Legall, Andrea King and Gwyneth 
Squires (hidden) were very impressed with the four-foot reproduction 

of a flying fish in full flight. 
 

 
PIX CAPTION: 

 (L-R) Creators Claudius Remy and Andrew Joseph with their winning 
submission for the local leg of the international Red Bull ‘Art of Can’ 

Exhibition. 


